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Abstract

Near-edge X-ray absorption mass spectrometry (NEXAMS) is an action-spectroscopy

technique of growing interest for investigations into the spatial and electronic structure

of biomolecules. It has been used successfully to give insights into different aspects of the

photodissociation of peptides and to probe the conformation of proteins. It is a current

question whether the fragmentation pathways are sensitive towards effects of conforma-

tional isomerism, tautomerism and intramolecular interactions in gas-phase peptides.

To address this issue we studied the cationic fragments of cryogenically cooled gas-

phase leucine enkephalin ([LeuEnk+H]+) and methionine enkephalin ([MetEnk+H]+)

produced upon soft X-ray photon absorption at the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen K-

edges. The interpretation of the experimental ion yield spectra was supported by

density-functional theory and restricted-open-shell configuration interaction with sin-

gles (DFT/ROCIS) calculations. The analysis revealed several effects that could not

be rationalized based on the peptide’s amino-acid sequences alone. Clear differences

between the partial ion yields measured for both peptides upon C 1s → π*(C C)

excitations in the aromatic amino-acid side chains give evidence for a sulfur-aromatic

interaction between the methionine and phenylalanine side chain of [MetEnk+H]+. Fur-

thermore, a peak associated with N 1s → π*(C N) transitions, linked to a tautomeric

keto-to-enol conversion of peptide bonds, was only present in the photon energy resolved

ion yield spectra of [MetEnk+H]+.

Introduction

Proteins and peptides are chains of amino-acid residues linked by peptide bonds. They have

a variety of biological functions in living organisms, including the catalysis of biochemical

reactions, signal transduction and providing structure to cells. Their functions depend on

both the amino-acid sequence and the three-dimensional conformation resulting from in-

tramolecular interactions like hydrogen bonds. Investigations of protein and peptide spatial

structures are of great importance for research in cell biology, biocatalysis and drug develop-
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ment. Since the spatial and electronic structures of a molecule are inextricably linked, it is

crucial to obtain detailed information about the electronic structure of proteins and peptides

as well. This, however, remains a major experimental challenge.

The past two decades saw major advances in the use of near-edge X-ray absorption fine

structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy for studies on both the spatial and electronic structure

of biomolecular systems. In NEXAFS spectroscopy, the photoabsorption cross sections for

photoionization and resonant photoexcitation of electrons from the atomic core level to

unoccupied molecular orbitals (MOs) are determined by measuring, for example, the Auger-

electron yield or the X-ray fluorescence while scanning the photon energy across an atomic

absorption edge. The positions and intensities of spectral features in a NEXAFS spectrum

allow for the identification of chemical bonds and groups and the characterization of their

chemical environments.

NEXAFS spectroscopy in the condensed phase has been used to investigate the electronic

and spatial structure of amino acids, peptides and proteins1–11 as well as nucleobases, nu-

cleotides and strands of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).12–20 NEXAFS spectra for thin films

of all standard amino acids are available for the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen K-edges.3,21

The spectral changes caused by the formation of a peptide bond have been identified and

characterized.1,22 It has been proposed that, in a building block approach, NEXAFS spectra

of polypeptides can be approximated from the spectra of their constituents.2,5,7 Furthermore,

calculations for neutral diglycine suggest that NEXAFS is sensitive towards the conformation

of the peptide bond.1

There is a growing interest in NEXAFS studies on biomolecular systems in the gas phase,

in order to investigate their intrinsic properties. Electrospray ionization (ESI) has proven to

be a reliable technique to produce charged gas-phase biomolecules. Working with charged

sample molecules enables the use of advanced ion manipulation tools, including quadrupole

mass filters and ion traps as well as separation techniques based on ion mobility, thus allowing

the study of fragile molecules in well-defined states and controlled molecular environment. By
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combining gas-phase NEXAFS spectroscopy with ESI tandem mass spectrometry, the mass-

to-charge ratios (m/z) and the yields of the photoionization and photodissociation products

of biomolecular ions can be measured as a function of the photon energy. To highlight the

position of this technique at the overlap between NEXAFS spectroscopy and (biomolecular)

mass spectrometry (MS), it is also referred to as near-edge X-ray absorption mass spec-

trometry (NEXAMS8,23–25). The photon energy dependent ion yields can reveal correlations

between electronic transitions and structurally informative fragmentation pathways. In this

direction, similar to the 2D UV-MS fingerprinting technique,26,27 NEXAMS could help iden-

tifying unknown compound and could, furthermore, be complementary to IR spectroscopy

by determining certain aspects of a molecular structure28,29 and, therefore, constraining the

search of the calculated conformational space. Additionally, when the dissociation becomes

site-selective,25 NEXAMS may then be employed to follow ultrafast charge migration and

energy transfer in pump-probe schemes at XUV/X-ray Free-Electron Laser facilities.

In the first NEXAMS study on a protein, Milosavljević et al. 9 demonstrated that absorp-

tion of a single soft X-ray photon by gas-phase protonated cytochrome c predominantly leads

to non-dissociative photoionization. In contrast, absorption of soft X-ray photons by gas-

phase protonated leucine enkephalin (LeuEnk; Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu) at the carbon K-edge

induces fragmentation into immonium ions, short amino-acid sequence ions and side-chain

fragments.8 By measuring the photofragmentation mass spectra of different peptides and

proteins in the C 1s excitation and C 1s ionization regime, Egorov et al. 30 showed that

the correlation between the size of a polypeptide and the degree of fragmentation is based

on intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) over the molecule’s degrees-of-freedom.

The authors also proposed that, in peptides, dissociation driven by IVR is in competi-

tion with fast local fragmentation processes involving Auger decay. Furthermore, a study

on gas-phase protonated collagen peptides highlighted the involvement of radical-induced

dissociation with a low energetic barrier (1-2 eV) in the relaxation processes following pho-

toionization.31 Recently, we presented a NEXAMS study on gas-phase protonated methio-
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nine enkephalin (MetEnk; Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met), demonstrating site-selective dissociation

of a peptide upon site-specific photoexcitation of the methionine sulfur atom at the sulfur

L-edge.25

By measuring the ionization products of multiply protonated ubiquitin (76 residues) at

the carbon K-edge, Milosavljević et al. 32 demonstrated an interplay between the electronic

and spatial structure of a protein. While, overall, the ionization threshold increased with

the protonation state, over the region of charge states +4 to +8 the unfolding of the protein

compensated for the introduced charge, leading to the effective Coulomb field being virtually

constant. In contrast, for the smaller, largely α-helical polypeptide melittin (26 residues),

even though the conformation changed drastically over the charge states of +2 to +4, the

ionization energy still increased.11 Additionally, the authors observed an increased rate of

secondary ionization by inelastic scattering of Auger electrons in the compact conformer.

The current challenge is to find evidence for the sensitivity of NEXAMS towards the con-

formation of and intramolecular interactions within small peptides, i.e. investigate whereas

the related absorption bands are accompanied by specific cleavage in peptides. In order

to address this question we carried out a comprehensive investigation into the yields of

cationic dissociation products of gas-phase protonated LeuEnk and MetEnk ([LeuEnk+H]+

and [MetEnk+H]+) measured upon soft X-ray photon absorption at the carbon, nitrogen

and oxygen K-edges. The analysis of the experimental data is supported by X-ray absorption

spectra calculated using density-functional theory (DFT) and restricted-open-shell configu-

ration interaction with singles (ROCIS).

The only difference between the amino-acid sequences of LeuEnk and MetEnk is the C-

terminal residue, which is leucine or methionine, respectively (Figure 1a and 1b). LeuEnk is

a well-established standard in ESI-based biomolecular mass spectrometry and has been in-

vestigated extensively using non-ionizing activation methods, including collision- (CID33–35),

surface- (SID36) and ultraviolet photon-induced dissociation,37–39 IR-UV double resonance

photofragment spectroscopy40 and infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD41) as well as
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ionizing activation methods, involving vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) photon-,42,43 soft X-ray

photon-,8 keV ion-44 and high-intensity femtosecond IR pulse-induced dissociation.45 The

ion yields measured upon soft X-ray absorption by gas-phase [LeuEnk+H]+ at the carbon

K-edge8 are qualitatively in agreement with data reported for gas-phase multiply protonated

proteins.9,10,30 The characteristic spectral features of the peptide backbone and the aromatic

residues tyrosine and phenylalanine were observed in the total ion yield spectrum as well as

in the partial ion yield spectra of all reported fragments. From the peak intensity ratios, the

conclusion was drawn that C 1s → π*(CONH) excitations in the backbone promote the for-

mation of small immonium ions and side-chain fragments and C 1s → π*(C C) excitations

in the aromatic side chains contribute more strongly to the formation of larger backbone

fragments.

Methods

Near-edge X-ray absorption mass spectrometry

The experiments were performed at the NanoclusterTrap endstation46,47 at the UE52_PGM

beamline at the BESSY II synchrotron (HZB Berlin, Germany). The sample molecules were

introduced into the gas phase by electrospray ionization in positive ion mode. The ions were

focused into a beam using a radio-frequency ion funnel and guided through a radio-frequency

hexapole ion guide to a quadrupole mass filter. For the measurements on [MetEnk+H]+

we combined the NanoclusterTrap with our self-made electrospray ionization source and

high-fluence ion funnel.48 The data sets of [LeuEnk+H]+ were gathered during a different

beamtime, where the electrospray ionization source and ion funnel of the NanoclusterTrap

were used.

After being filtered according to their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z), the ions passed a 90◦

bender to prevent neutral molecules from entering the interaction region. Subsequently, the
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[c2 -Tyr]+ 

y2b4
+ 
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b 

c 

enol-form 

keto-form 

Figure 1: Structural formulas of (a) [LeuEnk+H]+, (b) [MetEnk+H]+ and (c)
[MetEnk+H]+ with the Gly-Gly peptide bond in enol-form. All peptides are N-terminal-
protonated. The red lines and blue lines indicate the cleavage sites of the [c2 -Tyr]+ and
y2b

+
4 fragment respectively. The green boxes indicate the enol and keto-form of the Gly-Gly

peptide bond of [MetEnk+H]+.
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ions were accumulated and stored in a cryogenic linear ion trap while being cooled to ∼20 K

with helium buffer gas. After accumulation, the ions were irradiated with the soft X-ray

photons for 100 ms. Afterwards, trapped cationic products were analyzed using a reflectron

time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The photon flux was measured by a photodiode behind

the interaction region and was in the order of 1012 s-1. The design of the NanoclusterTrap

instrument constraints the detection of the photoproducts only on a small m/z window. In

order to detect, for both peptides, most of the immonium ions and side-chain fragments,

which have reported to be the main photoproducts observed for [LeuEnk+H]+ at the carbon

K-edge,8 the trapping parameters were adjusted for a mass range of about m/z 50 - 180.

Consequently, expected backbone fragments with m/z-ratios outside of the detection window

(b3, b2, GF) were not detected.

Photon energy scans on [LeuEnk+H]+ and [MetEnk+H]+ were performed, scanning the

carbon (280 - 320 eV), nitrogen (395 - 420 eV) and oxygen K-edges (530 - 550 eV) in steps of

125 meV. The monochromator bandwidth was set to 150 meV at the carbon K-edge and to

250 meV at the nitrogen and oxygen K-edges. To remove contributions by fragments arising

from collisions with the buffer gas, for each scan a background spectrum without photons

was recorded and subtracted from each individual mass spectrum. The mass resolution

m/∆m was 590 at m/z 77, 214 at m/z 107, 317 at m/z 120 and 800 at m/z 147. Each mass

spectrum was normalized to the photon flux. The peptide samples consisted of 30 µM of

peptide in 1:1 water/methanol with 1 vol% of formic acid. Leucine-enkephalin acetate salt

hydrate (purity ≥ 95%), [Met5]-enkephalin acetate salt hydrate (purity ≥ 95%) as well as

methanol and formic acid were purchased from Merck/Sigma-Aldrich and were used without

additional purification.
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Data treatment and fitting

Photon-energy-dependent ion-yield spectra, in the following referred to as partial NEXAMS

spectra, were calculated from the photon-flux-normalized mass spectra measured at the

different photon energies by summarizing the data points within a window of ∆m/z = ±0.4

around the center of a mass peak. The total NEXAMS spectrum of a scan, calculated by

summing up the partial NEXAMS spectra of all detected fragments (m/z 57 - 147), was used

as an approximation for the total ion yield.

The experimental broadening of the spectroscopic peak can be attributed to several fac-

tors. Contributions to the broadening from the 1s-core-hole lifetime have values for carbon,

nitrogen and oxygen which are expected to be in the order of 0.1 eV,49 0.1 eV50 and 0.15 eV,51

respectively. The photon energy bandwidth, defined by the opening of the exit slit of the

beamline, accounts for additional broadening of 0.15 eV at the carbon K-edge and 0.25 eV

at the nitrogen and oxygen K-edges. Other main sources of broadening are intrinsic to the

size of the molecule and to X-ray spectroscopy. The former leads to the overlap of electronic

excitations due to multiple virtually equivalent photon absorbing sites and the latter to vi-

brational excitations in the core-hole excited state (Franck-Condon principle). Finally, the

contribution of the vibrational excitations in the initial state of the peptides ions is limited

by the cooling of the ions in the cryogenic trap.

In order to identify and separate overlapping spectral features, the total NEXAMS spec-

tra were fitted using Gaussian functions. The number of functions as well as the starting

points and expected boundaries for the fit parameters were chosen based on reference data

from literature and on the DFT/ROCIS-calculated X-ray absorption spectra (see the ‘Total

NEXAMS spectra’ section). In addition, a sigmoid function was applied to fit the peptide’s

respective core-ionization edge. The core-ionization edge of an element within a molecule

is the superposition of the ionization edges of all corresponding atoms, influenced by their

chemical environments. Therefore, instead of the sigmoid function’s point of inflection Einfl

the x-intercept of the tangent of Einfl was considered the peptide’s ionization potential EIP .
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The area Apeak under a Gaussian function was calculated directly from the fitting pa-

rameters. Thus, Apeak is the ion yield attributed to an ensemble of electronic transitions

integrated over the whole spectrum. In contrast, the area of an ionization edge Aedge was

calculated by integrating the respective sigmoid fit function between zero and EIP + 2∆E

with ∆E = Einfl − EIP . The sum of the areas of all Gaussian functions plus the area of

the ionization edge was considered as the total area under a spectrum Aspec. The partial

NEXAMS spectra of individual fragments were fitted in the same way, with the exception

that the peak positions and peak widths were taken from the fits of the total NEXAMS

spectra.

The trapping efficiency of the NanoclusterTrap is not constant across the trapping win-

dow. Therefore, all NEXAMS spectra were normalized. The total NEXAMS spectra were

normalized to the maximum intensity of the ionization edge and the partial NEXAMS spec-

tra of individual fragments were normalized to Aspec.

DFT/ROCIS calculations

All calculations were carried out with the ORCA program package.52 The molecular geome-

tries were optimized by DFT using the Ahlrichs TZVP basis set53 in combination with the

B3LYP exchange-correlation functional.54,55 The optimized geometries are shown in the sup-

porting information (SI:Figures 1/7). DFT/ROCIS calculations using parameters c1 = 0.18,

c2 = 0.20 and c3 = 0.40,56 the TZVP basis set and the B3LYP functional were performed to

obtain the transition energies and dipole moments for the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen K-

edges. The resolution-of-identity approximation57–61 in combination with an auxiliary basis

set generated by the AutoAux generation scheme62 was used during all calculations. Fur-

thermore, all DFT calculations were performed on a dense integration grid (ORCA Grid4).

In all calculations relativistic effects were taken into account using zeroth-order regular ap-

proximation (ZORA).63 Vibronic effects were not taken into account.
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In order to determine the energy shifts of the calculated transition energies, inherent

to the DFT/ROCIS calculation, theoretical X-ray absorption spectra were calculated and

matched with the experimental total NEXAMS spectra. The theoretical absorption spectra

were produced by broadening the calculated transition lines using a pseudo-Voigt profile,

approximated by linear combination of a Gaussian (FWHM = photon energy bandwidth

+ 0.4 eV) and Lorentzian term (FWHM = 1s-core-hole-lifetime broadening).64–66 The co-

efficient for the linear combination and the FWHM of the Voigt profile fV were calculated

according to the work of Thompson et al. 67 The resulting fV values are ∼0.6 eV, ∼0.7 eV

and ∼0.75 eV for the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen K-edge measurement.

Results and discussion

Fragment Identification

At all absorption edges, qualitatively, the same fragments were detected. Thus, for the iden-

tification of the detected fragments the mass spectra measured at 288 eV (Figure 2) are rep-

resentative for all scans. Compared to [MetEnk+H]+ the trapping window for [LeuEnk+H]+

was shifted about m/z 10 to lower masses. The mass spectra are in line with the carbon

K-edge data reported by González-Magaña et al. 8 and largely in agreement with spectra pro-

duced by keV ion-induced dissociation44 and VUV photon-induced dissociation at photon

energies higher than the ionization threshold.43

The most intense peaks at m/z 91, 107, 120 and 136 are common for molecules containing

phenylalanine (Phe) and tyrosine (Tyr) residues. They are attributed to the Phe and Tyr

immonium ions (Fim: 120 u, Yim: 136 u) and the respective side-chain fragments (Fsc: 91 u,

Ysc: 107 u).68,69 The less intense peaks at m/z 57 and 86 measured for [LeuEnk+H]+ stem

from the leucine (Leu) side chain (Lsc: 57 u) and the leucine immonium ion (Lim: 86 u). For

[MetEnk+H]+, instead, peaks matching the methionine (Met) side chain (Msc: 75 u) and
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Figure 2: Photodissociation mass spectra of gas-phase [LeuEnk+H]+ (blue line) and
[MetEnk+H]+ (red line; inverted) measured at 288 eV. sc: side-chain fragment, vin: vinyl
cation, im: immonium ion, acr: acryloyl cation.

methionine immonium ion (Mim: 104 u) are present.

The peaks at m/z 131 and 147 have previously been assigned to the [c2 Ysc]
+8,45 and

y2b
+
4 fragment38,39 of [LeuEnk+H]+ (see Figure 1a). The fragments are labeled according

to the nomenclature established by Roepstorff and Fohlmann.70 Alternatively, these peaks

might be attributed to acryloyl cations of Phe and Tyr (Facr: 131 u, Yacr: 147 u). The peaks

at m/z 103 and 119 indicate vinyl cations of Phe and Tyr (Fvin: 103 u, Yvin: 119 u). The vinyl

and acryloyl cations of Phe have been reported for low energy CID of Ag+-phenylalanine

complexes.71 Peaks at m/z 119 and 147 have been observed upon UV-induced dissociation of

cold protonated Tyr.72 The low energy CID spectrum of protonated 3-iodotyrosine73 shows

corresponding peaks at m/z 245 (119 + 126) and m/z 273 (147 + 126).

The peaks at m/z 65, 77 and 79 can be assigned to different cyclic fragments of the aro-

matic side chains. From organic mass spectrometry it is known that a toluene cation (Fsc)

can rearrange into a tropylium cation74,75 which can then undergo a loss of C2H2, leading to

the formation of the cyclopentadienyl cation (C5H
+
5 : 65 u).76,77 This cation also appears in

the electron ionization dissociation (EID) spectrum of Phe and toluene.78 The Ysc fragment

can rearrange into a hydroxy-tropylium cation and a subsequent loss of CO can lead to the

arenium ion (C6H
+
7 : 79 u).79,80 Fragments at m/z 79 have been observed upon UV/VUV-
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induced dissociation of protonated Tyr81 and EID of p-cresol.78 A peak at m/z 77 is a strong

indication for the phenyl cation (C6H
+
5 : 77 u), which has been measured as a fragment of

both Tyr and Phe upon EID78 and photon-induced dissociation in the UV/VUV range.81

By EID of 1-phenylethanol it has been shown, that a loss of H2 from the arenium ion can

lead to the phenyl cation.82 However, direct bond cleavage and decomposition of larger Phe

and Tyr related fragments are plausible origins for this cation as well. The remaining weak

peaks across the mass spectra are due to small internal and terminal fragments. A list of

the discussed fragments as well as their chemical structures can be found in the supporting

information (SI:Table 9 and SI:Figure 16).

Total NEXAMS spectra

Carbon K-edge

The total NEXAMS spectra of [LeuEnk+H]+ (Figure 3a) and [MetEnk+H]+ (Figure 3c)

across the carbon K-edge appear very similar at first. The spectra show two intense narrow

main features at ∼285 eV and ∼288 eV, a small feature at ∼287 eV, creating a shoulder

on the left flank of the second main peak, and two broad features centered at ∼291.5 eV

and ∼294 eV. The spectrum of [LeuEnk+H]+ was fitted with three intense narrow peaks

CK1a, CK1b and CK3 located at 285.0 eV, 285.4 eV and 288.1 eV, two weak narrow peaks

CK2 and CK4 at 287.2 eV and 288.6 eV and two broad features CK5 and CK6 centered

at 290.1 eV and 291.8 eV. The respective peak positions determined for [MetEnk+H]+ are

CK1a: 285.1 eV, CK1b: 285.4 eV, CK2: 287.3 eV, CK3: 288.2 eV, CK4: 288.7 eV, CK5:

290.1 eV and CK6: 291.8 eV. The assignments of these peaks, listed in Table 1, are discussed

in the following.

Peaks CK1a and CK1b are both attributed to C 1s → π*(C C) transitions in the

aromatic side chains of the Tyr and Phe residues.21,22,86 In the DFT/ROCIS-calculated

data of both peptides the energies for transitions in the Tyr side chain were slightly higher
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Figure 3: Experimental carbon K-edge ion yield spectra of (a) [LeuEnk+H]+ and (c)
[MetEnk+H]+ as well as DFT/ROCIS-calculated carbon K-edge X-ray absorption lines of
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calculated discrete absorption lines were broadened using a pseudo-Voigt profile with 0.6 eV
FWHM. IP: ionization potential
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Table 1: Experimental energy positions (exp) and proposed assignments of the spec-
tral features observed in the total carbon K-edge NEXAMS spectra of [LeuEnk+H]+ and
[MetEnk+H]+ as well as energies of the corresponding prominent DFT/ROCIS-calculated
absorption lines (calc).

peak position [eV] assignment references
[LeuEnk+H]+ [MetEnk+H]+

exp calc exp calc
CK1a 285.0 285.0− 285.6 285.1 285.1− 285.6 → π*(C C)a 83,84

CK1b 285.4 285.3− 286.0 285.4 285.9− 286.1, 286.6 → π*(C C)b 84

CK2 287.2 286.9 287.3 287.5 → π*(C C)OH 21,22,85,86

CK3 288.1 288.0− 288.6 288.2 287.9− 288.0, 289.1 → π*(CONH) 1,4,22

CK4 288.6 288.7 288.7 288.4 → π*(C O)OH 4,21

288.9, 289.0 289.4, 289.5 → σ*(C NH +
3 ) 21

287.4− 288.6 → σ*(C C) Leu
287.9, 288.6, 288.9− 289.2 → σ*(C S) Met

CK5 290.1 290.1 (→ σ*)
CK6 291.8 291.8 (→ σ*)
IP 292.0 292.1 C 1s IP
a mainly Phe side chain; b mainly Tyr side chain
IP: ionization potential

than for the respective transitions in the Phe side chain. This suggests an assignment of

CK1a to transitions in the Phe side chain and of CK1b to transitions in the Tyr side chain.

However, across all fragments no significant differences between the ratios of these peaks

to each other were observed. Therefore, in the following both peaks are combined into one

feature CK1 with its maximum at 285.1 eV. Features at similar positions as CK1 have also

been reported for gas-phase benzene83 as well as thin films of benzene and phenol.84 Feature

CK2 is attributed to C 1s → π*(C C)OH transitions in the Tyr side chain only.21,22,85,86

The second main feature CK3 originates from C 1s → π*(CONH) transitions in the peptide

backbone.1,4,22

The energy position of peak CK4 is in agreement with C 1s → σ*(C NH +
3 ) transitions

reported for thin film data of Tyr (288.8 eV)21 as well as C 1s→ π*(C O)OH transitions in

the carboxylic acid groups of Leu,21 Met21 and isoleucine4 (all 288.6 eV). The DFT/ROCIS-

calculated data show transitions into MOs with high π*(C O)OH contribution at ∼288.7 eV

for [LeuEnk+H]+ (LUMO+11 SI:Figure 4) and at ∼288.4 eV for [MetEnk+H]+ (LUMO+8

SI:Figure 10, LUMO+9; SI:Figure 11). First significant transitions into σ* orbitals of

the C NH +
3 group appear at 288.9 eV for [LeuEnk+H]+ (LUMO SI:Figure 2, LUMO+1
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SI:Figure 3) and at 289.4 eV for [MetEnk+H]+ (LUMO SI:Figure 8, LUMO+1 SI:Figure 9)

in the calculated data. Since the N-terminal regions of the DFT-optimized geometries of

both peptides are fairly similar, the shift between these energies is a theoretical evidence for

a high sensitivity of the energy of the σ*(C NH +
3 ) orbital towards the peptide conforma-

tion. Noteworthy electronic transitions into MOs of the Met side chain (mainly LUMO+20,

LUMO+23, LUMO+27 and LUMO+28 SI:Figures 12-15) and MOs of the Leu side chain

(mainly LUMO+23 and LUMO+26 SI:Figures 5/6) also appear in the energy region of peak

CK4 at 288.0 - 289.2 eV and 287.4 - 288.6 eV, respectively. However, for both peptides the

intensities calculated for C 1s→ π*(C O)OH transitions are one order of magnitude higher

than for the transitions into MOs of the Met or Leu side chains. In conclusion, because of a

better agreement with our calculations and peak positions reported in literature we consider

the assignment of peak CK4 to C 1s→ π*(C O)OH transitions as more plausible. Features

CK5 and CK6 cannot be assigned to single transitions and represent the accumulation of

various transitions into σ* orbitals and potentially Rydberg states and shape resonances.

The area of peak CK1 normalized to the maximum intensity of the C 1s ionization edge

is ∼0.71 for [LeuEnk+H]+ and ∼0.80 for [MetEnk+H]+. This means, overall, the ion yield

upon excitations in the aromatic side chains is ∼14.3% higher for [MetEnk+H]+ than for

[LeuEnk+H]+. Experimental data reported for Leu and Met do not show transitions in the

energy range of CK1.3,21 The DFT/ROCIS-calculated carbon K-edge absorption spectra of

both peptides show only transitions related to the aromatic side chains in this energy regime.

Thus, we propose that there is an intramolecular interaction in play, promoting fragmenta-

tion upon photoexcitation in the aromatic side chains. This idea is discussed in more detail

in the ‘Evidence for Sulfur-Aromatic Interactions’ section based on the partial ion yields of

different fragments.
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Nitrogen K-edge

The total NEXAMS spectra of [LeuEnk+H]+ and [MetEnk+H]+ measured at the nitrogen

K-edge are shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4c. For both peptides there are two narrow peaks

at ∼401.4 eV and ∼402.8 eV and a broad but distinct peak at ∼406 eV. [MetEnk+H]+

additionally exhibits one weak, isolated feature at 399.2 eV. From about 408 to 411 eV

the intensities in both spectra increase only slightly because the falling slope of the 406 eV

feature is compensated by the rising slope of the N 1s ionization edge. The total NEXAMS

spectrum of [LeuEnk+H]+ was fitted with three peaks NK1, NK2 and NK3 positioned at

401.4 eV, 402.6 eV and 406.0 eV. The positions of peaks NK1 and NK2 were identical for

[MetEnk+H]+ and [LeuEnk+H]+. Peak NK3 of [MetEnk+H]+ was shifted by 0.4 eV to

406.4 eV. The isolated feature at 399.2 eV in the spectrum of [MetEnk+H]+ was fitted with

one Gaussian peak NK4 centered at the same energy position. During the fitting procedure

it became apparent that in the case of [MetEnk+H]+ there is a shoulder on the low-energy

slope of the ∼406 eV feature. Therefore, another peak NK5 at 404.4 eV was added. In the

following the assignments of all peaks are discussed. The assignments are listed in Table 2.

Table 2: Experimental energy positions (exp) and proposed assignments of the spectral
features observed in the total nitrogen K-edge NEXAMS spectra of [LeuEnk+H]+ and
[MetEnk+H]+ as well as energies of the corresponding prominent DFT/ROCIS-calculated
absorption lines (calc).

peak position [eV] assignment references
[LeuEnk+H]+ [MetEnk+H]+

exp calc exp calc
NK1 401.4 400.6− 401.7 401.4 401.2− 401.6, 402.7 → π*(CONH) 1,3,4

NK2 402.6 402.6 → π*(N Cα) 6,87,88

NK3 406.0 406.4 (→ σ*) 1,4

NK4 - 399.2 → π*(C N) 89

NH2 → σ*(N H) 90

NK5 - 403.1 404.4 403.7, 403.9 NH +
3 → σ*(N H) 1,4

IP 407.4 407.6 N 1s IP
IP: ionization potential

Peak NK1 is attributed to N 1s → π*(CONH) transitions in peptide bonds.1,3,4 It is

important to note that because of the delocalization of the π-electrons in a peptide bond

(O C NH O– C N+H), both the C O and C N bond have partial π-bond character.
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Figure 4: Experimental nitrogen K-edge ion yield spectra of (a) [LeuEnk+H]+ and (c)
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The assignment of peak NK2 is controversial. Features at this position have been assigned to

N 1s → π*(N Cα) transitions in gas-phase alanine (402.4 eV87) and diglycine (402.44 eV6)

as well as N 1s → π*( NH ) transitions in thin films of leucoemeraldine ([C6H4NH]n;

402.1 eV).88 For different homopolypeptides Zubavichus et al. 4 suggested N 1s→ π*(CONH)

transitions (402.7 eV) that are energetically shifted because of an α-helical peptide conforma-

tion. Another common assignment for peaks around 402.5 eV are transitions into 3p-Rydberg

orbitals.1 The DFT/ROCIS calculations for [MetEnk+H]+ (Figure 4d) show a small but dis-

tinct feature at 402.7 eV. The probed MOs are, however, highly delocalized. Ultimately, we

rated the assignment of NK2 to N 1s → π*(N Cα) transitions as most plausible.

The spectral feature NK3 involves mainly N 1s → σ*(N Cα) and N 1s → σ*(N H)

transitions.1,4 In the energy regime of NK3 the DFT/ROCIS calculations for both peptides

(Figure 4b and Figure 4d) show prominent absorption lines attributed to transitions from

the N-terminal nitrogen atom into MOs delocalized over the NH +
3 group and the tyrosine

residue. Most noteworthy are intense absorption lines at 405.8 eV for [LeuEnk+H]+ and

406.4 eV of [MetEnk+H]+, leading to distinct peaks at about the same photon energies.

In the experimental spectra of both peptides such peaks were not observed. Furthermore,

the calculated absorption spectrum of [LeuEnk+H]+ features a peak at 403.1 eV stemming

mainly from a single absorption line attributed to N 1s→ σ*(N H) transitions in the NH +
3 .

For [MetEnk+H]+ this peak is shifted to 403.8 eV. Obvious corresponding peaks were not

observed in the experimental spectra. However, peak NK5 in the ion yield spectrum of

[MetEnk+H]+ might be connected to these transitions.

For peak NK4 we consider N 1s → π*(C N) transitions in peptide bonds in enol-form

and N 1s → σ*(N H) transitions in unprotonated amino groups as plausible reasons. The

assignment is discussed in detail in the ‘Discussion of the 399.2 eV feature of [MetEnk+H]+’

section.
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Oxygen K-edge

At the oxygen K-edge, qualitatively, the total NEXAMS spectra of both peptides (Fig-

ure 5a/c) exhibit the same features: a dominant feature at ∼532 eV and three weaker

features centered at ∼535eV, ∼538 eV and ∼543 eV. For [LeuEnk+H]+ the fitting procedure

led to one intense peak OK1 at 532.1 eV and two less intense peaks OK2 and OK3 lo-

cated at 534.4 eV and 539.0 eV. The respective peak positions determined for [MetEnk+H]+

are OK1: 532.2 eV, OK2: 535.2 eV and OK3: 538.9 eV. The assigments of these peaks are

discussed in the following and are listed in Table 3.

Table 3: Experimental energy positions (exp) and proposed assignments of the spectral
features observed in the total oxygen K-edge NEXAMS spectra of [LeuEnk+H]+ and
[MetEnk+H]+ as well as energies of the corresponding prominent DFT/ROCIS-calculated
absorption lines (calc).

peak position [eV] assignment references
[LeuEnk+H]+ [MetEnk+H]+

exp calc exp calc
OK1 532.1 531.9− 532.1, 532.8 532.2 531.9− 532.1, 533.3 CO → π*(CONH) 1,6,91

532.5 532.4 CO → π*(C O)OH 1,6

OK2 534.4 534.7− 534.9 535.2 534.8, 535.0 OH → π*(C O)OH 1,6,92

534.3 535.0− 535.2 OH → π*(C C)OH 93,94

OK3 539.0 538.9 (→ σ*)
IP 539.9 539.9 O 1s IP
IP: ionization potential

Peak OK1 can be assigned to transitions of carbonyl oxygen 1s electrons into π*(CONH)

and π*(C O)OH orbitals. Transitions of these types have been reported for gas-phase

diglycine (π*(CONH): 532.2 eV;1,6 π*(C O)OH: 531.7 eV,1 531.85 eV6). Furthermore,

O 1s → π*(CONH) transitions have been measured for N-methylacetamide (∼532 eV95,96)

and O 1s → π*(C O)OH transitions for formic acid (532.17 eV92). A peak in the energy

region of OK1 has also been observed for gas-phase substance P (532.15 eV91), a peptide com-

posed of eleven amino-acid residues. It should be noted that the calculated absorption line

attributed to O 1s → π*(CONH) transitions in the Tyr-Gly peptide bond of [MetEnk+H]+

is shifted by 0.5 eV to higher energies compared to the energy of the respective transition in

[LeuEnk+H]+, which leads to a peak at 533.3 eV in the calculated absorption spectrum of
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Figure 5: Experimental oxygen K-edge ion yield spectra of (a) [LeuEnk+H]+ and (c)
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[MetEnk+H]+. This effect was, however, not observed in the experimental spectra.

The position of peak OK2 in the total NEXAMS spectrum of [LeuEnk+H]+ (534.4 eV) is

shifted 0.8 eV towards lower photon energies in comparison to [MetEnk+H]+ (535.2 eV). The

DFT/ROCIS-calculated oxygen K-edge absorption spectrum of [LeuEnk+H]+ shows a fea-

ture at ∼534.7 eV which is caused mainly by excitations of hydroxy oxygen 1s electrons into

adjacent π*-orbitals of the Tyr side chain and the carboxylic acid group. For [MetEnk+H]+

this feature appears at ∼535 eV. An assignment to O 1s → π*(C O)OH transitions is

in line with experimental data of gas-phase formic acid (535.37 eV92), gas-phase diglycine

(535.3 eV,1 535.4 eV6) and gas-phase Met (535.4 eV).97 O 1s → π*(C C)OH transitions

have been reported for gas-phase phenol (534.9 eV93) and hydroquinone (534.6 eV93) as well

as tyrosine-terminated propanethiol assembled on a gold surface (535.5 eV94).

The strong shift of peak OK2 in the experimental data might be due to hydrogen bond-

ing. For water98–100 and different alcohols101 it has been demonstrated that there can be

significant differences, especially in the 535 eV region, between the oxygen K-edge absorption

spectra of an H-donating and H-accepting molecule. The 535 eV region of the ion yield spec-

trum of [MetEnk+H]+ could furthermore be influenced by O 1s → σ*(C OH) transitions

in peptide bonds in enol-form. The broad feature OK3 represents the entirety of excitations

into σ* orbitals and, potentially, excitations leading to Rydberg states and shape resonances.

The areas of peaks OK1 and OK2 normalized to the maximum intensity of the O 1s

ionization edge are 2.45 and 0.64 for [LeuEnk+H]+ and 2.00 and 0.53 for [MetEnk+H]+.

This means the total measured ion yield upon resonant O 1s → π*(CONH) and O 1s →

π*(C O)OH excitations is ∼18% lower for [MetEnk+H]+ than for [LeuEnk+H]+. With

∼17% this relative difference is very similar for peak OK2. For the immonium ions and side-

chain fragments of Tyr and Phe, which govern the biggest part of the total measured ion

yield, the area of peak OK1 is 12 to 38% smaller for [MetEnk+H]+ than for [LeuEnk+H]+

(see SI:Tables 4/8). This shows that the difference between the total NEXAMS spectra is

not caused by the decreased yield of a single fragment. These findings are surprising because
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similar effects were not observed for the transitions into π*(CONH) orbitals at the carbon

and nitrogen absorption edges. Also the DTF/ROCIS-calculated oxygen K-edge absorption

spectra (Figure 5b/d) do not reflect this difference. The reduced ion yield for [MetEnk+H]+

upon O 1s → π*(C O) excitation either means that overall the rate of these excitations is

reduced or that the rates in both peptides are on a similar level but in [MetEnk+H]+ there

are competing dissociation channels leading to fragments with m/z ratios that are not within

the trapping window. The reason for this effect could be connected to C O H N hydrogen

bonds between different peptide bonds. More information about the gas-phase structure of

protonated MetEnk is needed for a conclusive interpretation of these data.

Partial NEXAMS spectra measured for [MetEnk+H]+

At each absorption edge, qualitatively, all partial NEXAMS spectra exhibit the same spec-

tral features as the respective total NEXAMS spectrum (see the ‘Total NEXAMS spectra’

section). The intensities of the features, however, show clear differences. The normalized

yields of all measured immonium ions and complete side-chain fragments as well as the are-

nium ion (C6H
+
7 ) and phenyl cation (C6H

+
5 ) of [MetEnk+H]+ are shown in Figure 6. The

non-normalized peak areas and intensities determined for these fragments by fitting are listed

in the supporting information (SI:Tables 2-4,6-8).

At all absorption edges the ratio between the maximum intensities of the π*(CONH)

feature and the ionization edge is smaller for the complete side-chain fragments than for

the immonium ions. For the side-chain daughter-fragments this ratio is even smaller. This

effect is in general agreement with observations made at the carbon K-edge of [LeuEnk+H]+.8

Overall, the normalized yields of Fim and Mim only show small differences (Figures 6a,d,g). In

comparison, at all absorption edges, the normalized yields of Yim measured upon excitations

into π*(CONH) orbitals are increased. Immonium ions are protonated fragments. Thus,

migration of a proton to the fragmentation site is necessary in order to produce these ions.
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The Tyr residue is the N-terminal residue of [MetEnk+H]+. The N-terminal amino group is,

commonly, the most favorable protonation site in a peptide without basic amino-acid side

chains. Therefore, the increased yields of Yim observed after excitations into the peptide

bond is very likely connected to the close proximity to the N-terminal proton.

The normalized yields of the arenium ion and phenyl cation are almost identical at all

absorption edges (Figures 6c,f,i). This suggests that both fragments stem from the same

fragmentation pathway. The fragmentation of Ysc into the arenium ion and the subsequent

formation of the phenyl cation has been demonstrated in a CID study by Bauerle and

Brodbelt 80 on cationic methylene-substituted phenol (equivalent to Ysc). In contrast, there

is no evidence for the arenium ion as a fragment of the Phe residue or toluene. From this

we conclude that upon soft X-ray photon absorption in [MetEnk+H]+ the phenyl cation is

produced mainly as a daughter-fragment of the Tyr side chain with the arenium ion as an

intermediate.

All amino acid side chains in [MetEnk+H]+ contain at least three carbon atoms. Thus,
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at the carbon K-edge more prominent effects caused by excitations in the amino-acid side

chains can be expected than at the other absorption edges. The normalized yields of the

complete side-chain fragments (Fsc, Ysc and Msc) indeed show the biggest differences at the

carbon K-edge (Figure 6b). Upon direct ionization the normalized yield of Ysc is higher

and the normalized yield of Fsc is lower than for Msc. In the σ* and ionization edge regime

the yield of Fsc appears to rise in the form of one continuous spectral feature, while the

yields of Ysc and Msc are clearly rising in two steps. Visually, this creates the effects that

the ionization potentials in the partial NEXAMS spectra of these fragments are at different

energy positions. However, the fitting procedure gave more consistent results when keeping

the energy positions of all spectral features and the ionization edge at similar positions.

The numbers of carbon atoms in the Phe and Tyr side chain are identical. The rate of

direct ionizations should therefore not be the reason for the different normalized yields of

these fragments at the ionization edge. One explanation might be that the additional degree

of freedom in Ysc compared to Fsc makes this fragment more robust towards dissociation

into daughter fragments. Also the localized positive Coulomb field of the N-terminal proton

or an involvement of the proton itself might have an influence on the yield of Ysc upon

direct ionization. A positive charge created by a direct ionization of the Cα atom of the Tyr

residue is in immediate proximity to the N-terminus. At this distance Coulomb repulsion

might come into play.

At the oxygen K-edge the normalized yields of Fsc and Msc are very similar (Figure 6h).

In comparison, the normalized yield of Ysc is higher upon O 1s→ π*(CONH) excitation and

direct ionization but lower in the σ* regime. When normalizing the spectra to the maximum

of the π*(CONH) feature the only strong difference between the ion yields is a significantly

lower yield for Ysc in the σ* region. Since in this energy region the yields of the side-chain

daughter fragments (C6H
+
7 and C6H

+
5 ) are the highest, it could be possible that the yield of

Ysc is decreased because excitations from the tyrosine hydroxy oxygen atom to σ* orbitals

lead to fragmentation within the Tyr side chain.
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The normalized ion yield spectra of Fsc, Ysc and Msc measured at the nitrogen K-edge

are again very similar (Figure 6e). Only the normalized yield of Ysc is slightly higher at

the ionization edge. None of the amino acid side chains in MetEnk contain nitrogen. Thus,

fragmentation at the nitrogen K-edge takes place exclusively after excitations in the peptide

backbone and the production of side-chain fragments should be driven mainly by IVR.

Evidence for Sulfur-Aromatic Interactions

In order to identify the cause for the increased ion yield upon C 1s→ π*(C C) excitation of

[MetEnk+H]+ compared to [LeuEnk+H]+ the ratios between the normalized areas of peak

CK1 determined for both peptides were calculated for different fragments and compared to

each other (Figure 7a). The peak areas of fragments Msc and Mim were compared to those

of Lsc and Lim.

The only area ratio smaller than one can be observed between Mim and Lim. Most frag-

ments show area ratios between 1.02 and 1.15. With values of (1.26 ± 0.03) and (1.58 ± 0.11)

the area ratios of Fsc and between Msc and Lsc are significantly higher. The area ratios for

peak CK3 (C 1s→ π*(CONH)) of these fragments are (1.03 ± 0.03) and (1.03 ± 0.07). This

shows that the high area ratios for CK1 are not caused by a biased normalization.

The increased relative yield of Msc (compared to Lsc) upon C 1s → π*(C C) excitation

is surprising because the Met residue does not contain an aromatic carbon ring. Since the

Met and Phe residue are direct neighbors, the reason for the increased yields of Msc and Fsc

might be a direct intramolecular charge or energy transfer between the sulfur atom and the

aromatic π-system of the Phe side chain. Another indication for a direct interaction between

these side chains instead of a charge migration or energy transfer through the peptide back-

bone is the fact that no increased yields were observed for Fim and Mim. Sulfur-aromatic

interactions play a unique role in structure stabilizing binding motifs in proteins and were

focus of numerous computational and crystallographic studies.102–107 To our best knowledge,
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Figure 7: (a) Ratios between normalized partial ion yields of different fragments of
[MetEnk+H]+ and [LeuEnk+H]+ measured upon C 1s → π*(C C) excitation. (b) Nor-
malized partial ion yields of different fragments of [MetEnk+H]+ measured upon N 1s →
π*(C N) excitation.

effects of sulfur-aromatic interactions in peptides have so far never been observed in an X-ray

absorption spectroscopy experiment.

Discussion of the 399.2 eV feature of [MetEnk+H]+

Features around the energy position of NK4 (see Figure 4c) are characteristic for N 1s →

π*(C=N) transitions, as reported for example for plasma-polymerized propylamin (399.1 eV108)

and allylamin (399.1 eV,108 398.7 eV109) as well as plasma-nitrogenated polyolefin surfaces

(398.9 eV).110 The common chemical structure of protonated MetEnk (Figure 1b), where

all peptide bonds are in keto-form ( C( O)NH ; also known as amide-form), does not

contain any C N groups. However, another tautomer of the peptide bond is the enol-form

(also known as imidic-acid-form), where the hydrogen atom is bound to the oxygen atom

( C(OH) N ). The energetically more favorable tautomer is the keto-form.111,112 An X-ray
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absorption spectroscopic signature of the keto-to-enol conversion of peptide bonds has been

previously observed in the N K-edge XPS spectrum of the tripeptide glypromate isolated in

an argon matrix (399.2 eV89) and in the N K-edge XAS spectra of S-Layer protein substrates

interacting with metal atoms (398.4 eV113). In both cases, the enol-form was not the nat-

ural tautomer and was found to be produced either by UV irradiation or by protein-metal

interactions, respectively.

To evaluate the effects of a tautomeric keto-to-enol conversion of a peptide bond on the

theoretical nitrogen K-edge absorption spectrum of [MetEnk+H]+ we performed DFT/ROCIS

calculations for N-terminal protonated MetEnk with its Gly-Gly bond in enol-tautomer form

(Figure 1c). The Gly-Gly bond was chosen for this structural change because a variety of

computational studies have been performed on the keto-enol-tautomerism of peptide bonds

in polyglycine peptides.114–116 The calculated spectrum shows a very intense peak at 398.8 eV

(Figure 8c) originating exclusively from N 1s → π*(C N) transitions in the altered peptide

bond. The ratio between the maximum intensities of this peak and the π*(CONH) feature

is about 0.8:1. This is in harsh contrast to the experimental data where this ratio is about

0.17:1. Consequently, assuming that peak NK4 is in fact due to transitions into MOs of a

peptide bond in enol-form, the equilibrium between the two tautomers still lies heavily to

the keto-form.

It could be possible that enol-tautomers have already been present in the MetEnk sample

solution. The solvent used was a 1:1 mixture of water and methanol and the pH value was

2.7. Calculations have shown that both water and methanol drastically reduce the potential

barrier between the peptide bond’s enol- and keto-form.114 Furthermore, the enol-form is a

known intermediate in the acid-catalyzed proton exchange in peptide bonds.117–119 However,

based on this explanation the enol-tautomer of [LeuEnk+H]+ should be expected as well,

because the compositions of all sample solutions were identical. It remains unclear why the

structural change leading to peak NK4 did not take place in [LeuEnk+H]+ but since the

peptides were measured using different ion funnels it might have been induced by collisions
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of precursor ions with residual gas molecules in the ion-funnel region where the pressure is

still in the order of millibars.
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Another possible reason for peak NK4 are N 1s → σ*(N H) transitions in an unproto-

nated amino group. The peak positions of the protonated and unprotonated amino groups

in the XPS spectra of different zwitterionic amino acids reported by Zubavichus et al. 90 are

(401.4 ± 0.2) eV and (399.7 ± 0.2) eV. When the N-terminus is unprotonated the proton

must, consequently, sit at another site of the peptide. While it has been shown that the

most favorable protonation site of [LeuEnk+H]+ is the N-terminus,41 the protonation site of

[MetEnk+H]+ might be influenced by the proton affinity of the Met residue, which is slightly

higher than for the Leu residue.120 Experimental evidence has been reported for backbone

protonation in a doubly protonated synthetic peptide121 and in singly protonated triglycine

for which it was demonstrated that protonation occurs at an amide oxygen atom.122,123

We performed DFT/ROCIS calculations for unprotonated MetEnk in all-keto-form (Fig-

ure 1b) in order to evaluate the effect of the unprotonated amino group on the theoretical

nitrogen K-edge absorption spectrum. The calculated spectrum features a peak at 399.7 eV
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(Figure 8b) attributed to N 1s→ σ*(N H) transitions in the terminal NH2 group. It should

be noted that Zubavichus et al. 124 observed a peak at ∼400 eV appearing in the X-ray pho-

toelectron spectra and peaks at 398.5 eV and 399.7 eV emerging in the X-ray fluorescence

spectra of solid zwitterionic Tyr and Phe after partial decomposition of the samples using

soft X-ray radiation. While they considered the formation of C N bonds as well, ultimately,

the authors assigned these features to transitions in unprotonated amino groups.

In order to locate the site of the electronic transition behind peak NK4 the areas of

this peak in the normalized partial NEXAMS spectra of different fragments were compared

(Figure 7b). With (0.032 ± 0.002) Yim exhibits the largest peak area for this feature. The

second highest area (0.021 ± 0.002) was observed for Ysc. The peak areas of Fsc and the

fragments at m/z 131 and 147 are at a comparable level at around 0.019. Since Fsc can also

occur as a fragment of the Tyr side chain and the fragments at m/z 131 and 147 can be

assigned to fragments [c2 -Ysc]+ and Yacr, all fragments with an increased area of peak NK4

can be associated with the Tyr residue. This indicates that the transitions leading to peak

NK4 take place near the N-terminus. Assuming that there is one peptide bond in enol-form

it would, therefore, most likely be the Tyr-Gly bond. However, since Tyr is the most N-

terminal amino acid residue in MetEnk N 1s → σ*(N H) transitions in an unprotonated

amino group remain a plausible reason for peak NK4 as well.

Based on our DFT/ROCIS calculations alone, both presented types of transitions are

possible reasons for peak NK4. Since the experimental energy position of this spectral fea-

ture is in slightly better agreement with the values for N 1s→ π*(C N) transitions reported

in literature we consider this assignment as more likely. Nevertheless, further experiments

are needed to undoubtedly assess the origin of this feature.
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Conclusions

We have conducted a NEXAMS study on cryogenically cooled gas-phase [LeuEnk+H]+ and

[MetEnk+H]+ by measuring their cationic fragments produced upon soft X-ray photon ab-

sorption at the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen K-edges. Our results show differences between

the total and partial NEXAMS spectra of both peptides which could be interpreted in relation

to aspects of their structure, including amino-acid side-chain interactions and tautomerism

of peptide bonds.

A spectral feature at 399.2 eV was observed only in the nitrogen K-edge NEXAMS spectra

of [MetEnk+H]+. Increased areas of this peak in the partial NEXAMS spectra of fragments

related to tyrosine suggest that the electronic transitions behind this peak takes place near

the N-terminal Tyr residue. We discussed both N 1s → π*(C N) transitions in the enol-

form of the Tyr-Gly peptide bond and N 1s → σ*(N H) transitions in unprotonated amino

groups as plausible reasons for this feature. The DFT/ROCIS-calculated nitrogen K-edge

absorption spectra for different MetEnk isomers gave evidence for both electronic transitions

but the better agreement with peaks reported for this energy region in literature suggests

that N 1s → π*(C=N) transitions are the more probable reason. For a final assignment

measurements on individual isomers of gas-phase [MetEnk+H]+ are necessary. Especially

C=N bonds could serve as dedicated excitation sites in studies on local effects of site-specific

photoexcitation. In this context, also an investigation on the dynamics of the UV photon-

induced tautomeric keto-to-enol conversion of peptide bonds, demonstrated by Mateo-Marti

and Pradier,89 in an UV pump - soft X-ray probe experiment is of high interest.

Furthermore, the total measured ion yield for [MetEnk+H]+ upon C 1s → π*(C C)

excitation was 13.7% higher than for [LeuEnk+H]+. Among all fragments this effect was

the most prominent for the complete Phe and Met side-chain fragments. Therefore, we pro-

pose an involvement of a direct sulfur-aromatic interaction between the Phe and Met side

chains, promoting the formation of the respective side-chain fragments. Investigations on

custom peptides with different pairs of neighboring sulfur-containing and aromatic amino
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acid residues will be conducted to gain more information about the effects of sulfur-aromatic

interactions on the soft X-ray photon-induced dissociation of peptides.
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